How Elastic Path and Adobe Target
Enable Personalized Commerce
Enterprise Case Study

Enterprise Client
Adobe Target is an industry-leading personalization solution that makes it
easy to identify your best content through tests that are easy to execute,
so you can deliver the right experience to the right customer.

Name: Adobe Systems Inc.
Industry: Software
Commerce Model: B2C & B2B

Business Problem

Website: www.adobe.com

Digital marketers and conversion rate optimizers, in a never-ending
mission to squeeze the last drop of performance out of their ecommerce
stores, are always looking to run A/B and multivariate tests. A good
ecommerce operation always has at least one or two tests running, the
only way to gain an edge over competitors.
Adobe Target is the industry’s de facto solution for running detailed,
actionable content experiments. One of the most common questions
that arise when a brand is considering a new ecommerce platform is:
Does it integrate well with Adobe Target? Can I run more powerful Adobe
Target experiments by leveraging the detailed customer information and
transaction history held inside the ecommerce engine? And if so, how
complex is it to set up?
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Solution
We wanted to show how Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud can easily implement powerful A/B
testing on online commerce-related experiences using Adobe Target.
Using Adobe Target, we created an A/B test to compare the performance of two different checkout experiences
that were randomly displayed to shoppers while processing their orders. Our test pitted two checkout flows against
each other: A new 1-click checkout flow versus a typical checkout comprised of multiple pages. Our marketers had
their suspicions about which would perform the best, but the actual test in Adobe Target would confirm the choice
without putting the store at risk.
To create this A/B, Elastic Path integrated Adobe Target with our existing Britney Broden online store, an Elastic
Path Commerce-powered demo store built using Adobe Experience Manager.
Setting up the various test parameters was simple and took only 3 hours. An A/B test campaign was created with
Adobe Target and synced with Adobe Experience Manager, where each checkout component (1-click or 3-page)
was assigned to a given experience (A or B) with a few clicks.
Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud integrates seamlessly with Adobe Experience Manager, so
there was very little that needed to be done between the commerce system and Adobe Target.
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Results
By leveraging Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud, marketers can use Adobe Target and Adobe
Experience Manager – without IT resources -- to define target audiences based on an extensive list of user
profiles, as well as run campaigns and track their performance on the cloud.
Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud boosts the A/B testing and targeting capabilities of Adobe
Target by providing rich and contextual commerce-related information that extends the profiling, segmentation,
testing and targeting reach of an ecommerce site.
Had this test been run on a live e-retailer store, our analysis shows that the 1-click test would have outperformed
the other solution by a solid margin. In this case, the brand’s digital marketers could have worked with their
counterparts in web development to deploy the new checkout flow with total confidence that they were increasing
the site’s conversion rate and boosting revenue.
The seamless and flexible integration of Elastic Path Commerce for Adobe Marketing Cloud with Adobe Target
empowers marketers quickly set up campaigns and target customers based on their shopping behaviour. For
example, a more complex test could have been set up to test multiple offers based on the shopping history of their
customers, discover new customer segments based on their catalogue navigation history, or test the shopping
experiences that better fit a particular audience.

Contact us today to see how Elastic Path Commerce connects to Adobe Target and the entire
Adobe Marketing Cloud.

About Elastic Path
Elastic Path helps the world’s biggest brands generate billions in revenue with its patented ecommerce
technologies. The company’s flexible enterprise software seamlessly brings omnichannel ecommerce directly
into marketing clouds and experience management platforms – enabling a complete digital customer journey
that maximizes engagement and drives higher revenue. Elastic Path customers are innovators who seek ultimate
flexibility and business agility, such as McGraw-Hill Education, Virgin Media, Time Inc., LVMH, Breville, Garmin,
TIBCO, Wine.com.br, TeliaSonera, Kiabi, Gina Tricot, and Motability.
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